Volunteer Service Position Description

Title: Speaking for Wildlife Presenter

Term: One Year; longer if desired

I agree to schedule, organize and identify locations for Speaking for Wildlife (SFW) presentations and field walks (if applicable) in my community or communities nearby. I will:

1. Successfully complete a Speaking for Wildlife training workshop;
2. Publicize the availability of SFW presentations in my community;
3. Assemble materials from the SFW website and kit for each event, as needed;
4. Contact Haley Andreozzi or County Forester when my event is scheduled so it can be posted to the Speaking for Wildlife online calendar (at SpeakingforWildlife.org);
5. Plan and deliver at least one (1) event during the 12 months following the training (or make your best effort!);
6. Complete online “Self Evaluation” after each event within one (1) week.
7. Recognize that like all UNH Cooperative Extension events and workshops, Speaking for Wildlife events must be open to all persons without regard to disability, national origin, race, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, or veteran’s status;

Qualifications: Interest in wildlife or the outdoors. Good communication skills. Enthusiasm for working with the public. Willingness to provide evaluations about your own performance and about the program. All SFW field walk volunteers are required to carry their own automobile insurance and are not covered by University of NH automobile insurance.

Resources: Training and support provided by UNHCE Speaking for Wildlife staff. All necessary equipment provided in Speaking for Wildlife kits.

Date of Training: September 25, 2015

Supervisor: Haley Andreozzi, UNH Cooperative Extension, haley.andreozzi@unh.edu

We the undersigned understand and agree to the terms of this agreement.

________________________________________________________________________
Speaking for Wildlife Volunteer (signature)          UNH Cooperative Extension
________________________________________________________________________
Speaking for Wildlife Volunteer (print name)

You will be recognized as a UNH Cooperative Extension volunteer for the duration of your talk or field trip. For your own protection, before your talk or walk, you must notify UNH Cooperative Extension with the details of your event: location, date, duration, and any other partners co-sponsoring the event.

"You are hereby recognized as a volunteer of UNH Cooperative Extension. Your tenure will continue for one year from the start of this agreement or until your resignation or termination by the organization. The purpose of this letter is to comply with the provisions of RSA 508:17, the volunteer immunity law, as that law may be amended from time to time." The University of New Hampshire is committed to providing a safe environment for all persons, including but not limited to children, and to prevent abuse, neglect and crimes against children. Your volunteer role with UNHCE is not part of a UNH youth program designed specifically for minors. You should never be in a situation where you have unsupervised access to minors. You must let your supervisor know in advance if you intend to work in a youth program where you may have unsupervised access to minors so UNHCE can assure that you receive the proper screening and training.

The University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension is an equal opportunity educator and employer
University of New Hampshire, U.S. Department of Agriculture and N.H. counties cooperating.